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Absract-Additional and new consumers should like to save
their data to public cloud servers along with the speedy
growth of cloud computing. Novel security complications
have to remain answered in command to help additional
customers process their information now in public cloud.
Remote information honesty checking is additionally a vital
security issue out in the open distributed storage. The
proposed model is based on bilinear pairings and RDPC
technique.
The approach
eliminates certification
management with the help of Identity management and
additionally provides log management towards data
integrity. The model makes client independent from
initiating verification request and keeping the track of
previous records which reduces client’s time. The proposed
SD-PMC protocol is provably protected based on the
inflexibility of computational Diffie Hellman problem. Our
SD-PMC protocol is also efficient and flexible is mainly
based their main segmentation. based on the inventive client
agreement the proposed SD-PMC protocol can realize
private remote data integrity scrutiny, surrogate isolated data
truthfulness examination, and public inaccessible data honor
testing in the main Cloud for when the new association is
newly defined on the main process. We propose a new
construction of Identity based RDIC along with secure
deduplication. The proposed scheme remove burden of
complex key management and flexible as it support anyone
to verify the contents of the data apart from the data owner
and incurs less computation cost as token generation is done
by the proxy instead of user.
Keywords-Identity-based
cryptography,
reduplication,
Remote data integrity checking, remote data Possession
Checking; Cloud Storage Security.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud scheming satisfies a many indusial main processing
in many application supplies and grows much fasted. In the
Fundamentally it takes the information processing as a
provision [1] such as storing, calculating, information
confidence using the public cloud display place. Remote
information integrity checking is a primitive which can be
utilized to persuade the cloud customers that their
information is kept in place [2]. In some uncommon cases,

the information owner might be limited to get the people in
general cloud server, the information proprietor will appoint
the assignment of information handling and transfer to the
outsider for instance to the intermediary [3]. On the opposite
side, the remote information respectability checking
convention must be effective keeping in mind the end goal
to make it appropriate for limit constrained end devices [4].
The companies are moving their sensitive data over cloud in
order to gain economic and operational benefits [5].
Security cloud users that their data is intact is especially
important when users are companies. The remote data
possession checking (RDPC) is a primarily designed to
address the data integrity checking issue in company
environment [6]. Motivated by the problems stated above
we introduce a mechanism based on proxy oriented RDIC
along with secure reduplication. We aim to solve the issue
of integrity and reduplication of the data in the scenario
where the data holder is not available or difficult to get
involved [7].

Fig 1: Architecture of ADIC MSodel
II. RELATED WORK
There exists several storage concerns and problems in cloud
computing. With increasing the size of the cloud data, it is
impractical to download the complete file for checking the
integrity of data as it raises various issues regarding
bandwidth cost [8]. Traditional data integrity procedures
such as hash functions, authorization code (MAC) cannot be
applied directly due to being short of copy of the original
file in verification [9]. The bilinear pairings are brought into
the secrete based cryptography, security based cryptography
becomes efficient and large amount of applied.more and
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more experts are apt to study secrete -based proxy
cryptography [10]. It can be proposed Dan ID-based proxy
signature scheme with message recovery [11]. Chen et al.
proposed a proxy signature scheme and a threshold proxy
signature scheme from the Weil pairing [12]. By combining
the proxy cryptography with encryption technique, some
proxy re-encryption schemes are proposedly et al. formalize
and construct the attribute-based proxy signature [13].
Another adaptable RIBE conspire with decoding key
presentation strength encryption plot and finish sub tree
technique, and turn out to be semantically secure utilizing
double framework encryption philosophy [14].

(e)KGC: A trusted entity which can generate the private
keys for the corresponding received entities.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In community cloud, this cloud will be mainly emphases on
the individuality based proxy-oriented data modifying and
newly added data modules or files will be contributed and
isolated data integrity checking [16]. In the accidental
prophecy model, our designed IDPUIC protocol is provably
secure. Our procedure can be realized secluded inspection,
delegated inspection and public checking [17].

III. SYSTEM MODEL
The Identity based RDIC along with secure reduplication
includes the following entities. The proposed system
supporting reduplication and integrity checking a novel
proxy oriented data modifying and newly added data
segment must be deviated their main region and isolated
data integrity checking model in public cloud. It gives the
formal system model and security model [15].

Fig 3: Proposed model
V. ALGORITHM
A. Enhanced ID-PUIC Protocol

Fig 2: System Model
(a)CSP: An entity that provides computation resources,
storage services and to manage the client’s data.
(b)Data holder: An entity that uploads and saves its data in
CSP. One or different clients may upload the same data to
cloud server.
(c)Data Owner: The data holder who creates or produces
the file is treated as data owner. Priority of data owner is
higher than other normal data holders.
(d)Proxy: An entity which is authorized to process original
client’s data and is trusted by the data holders to handle data
deduplication.

The proposed model does not add major additional
computation costs than standard approach [18]. The model
provides best approach in pre-processing which cause
considerable computational overhead. If we have file f and
client desire to break it into n blocks, the computational
complexity is O(n) to divide the file. [19].
Input: MSKEY, PUBKEY, PRIVKEY, FID, FTAG,
CLIENTID
Step 1: Initialize the system with owner, public cloud server
and key generator center.
Step 2: Public and private key as well as master secret key
is maintained by KGC.
Step 3: KGC generates private key which is given to client
for public cloud interaction between end user and owner.
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Step 4: Client generates warrant and signature pair by using
KGC for authentication to public cloud.

Step 5: End
D. Remote Data Integrity Checking:

Step 5: KGC generates private key to client by using its
own private key.
Step 6: Client uploads a file with ECC-128bit algorithm
with file blocks along with secrete key.
Step 7: KGC generates file tag pair uploaded to public
cloud server.
Step 8: Hash generation and tag generation queries are
maintained by client that is used to challenge the public
cloud server for integrity checking.
Step 9: While downloading data from public cloud by the
client is authorized by PKG.
Step 10: After authorization client can decrypt the file.

This checking is aimed to provide the integrity of client’s
data against misbehavior of servers. In the integrity auditing
protocol, either the proxy or the client works as the verifier.
Specifically, the verifier randomly picks a set of block
identifiers and asks the cloud server [22]. The verifier can
either be the client or the delegated proxy
1. KGC generates master secret key x. Then it computes
y=gx
2. Input the original client ID0, KGC computes SKID0=(R0,
σ0)
3. Then KGC sends SKID0 to the original client.
4. Similarly input the proxy’s identity IDp, the proxy can
also get its private key

B. Token Generation Algorithm
To get a file token, the user has to send a request to the
proxy. The proxy checks theidentity of the user to issue
corresponding file token to the client. First, user computes
file tag Փf=H(F) and sends to the proxy [20].
Step1: Data owner first sends its identity to the proxy.
Step2: Proxy will find the corresponding privilege P of the
user
Step3: User sends file tag Փf= TagGen(F) to proxy
Step4:Proxy computes token Փf,p=TagGen(Փf, k)
Step 5: Send it to the client.
Step 6: Stop.
C. Duplicate Check Algorithm:

5. On receiving the warrant signature pair proxy computes
the secret key , σ1
6. A 2-move interactive protocol takes place between client
and
VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The protocol satisfies the security property of enforceability.
The private key that was extracted for the corresponding
identity .Here only part of the private key is specified to
other entities. Though private key R is made public, its
publicity has no provision to leak the other part of the
private key σ and hence it is existentially unforgivable. The
time taken to upload and encrypt the duplicate files is
skipped. Hence total time spent on uploading a file is greatly
reduced.

Data duplication occurs when a client u tries to upload the
same file that has already stored at CSP. To check data
duplication, token comparison is introduced. If data
duplication check is negative, then file has to be uploaded to
the CSP. If the data duplication check is positive, then the
file has already been existed in cloud server [21].
Step 1: User sends token to the csp.
Step 2: If duplication check is negative
Step 2.1: User computes the encrypt file CF=Enc(Kf,F)
Step 2.2: Uploads CF to the CSP along with token
Step 3: Else
Step 4: If duplicate check is positive
Step4.1: User needs to run proof of ownership protocol with
csp
Step 4.2: User sends request to the proxy for token
generation
Step 4.3: Proxy computes Փf,p=TagGen(Փf, k) which will
be send to the csp

The simulation results are generated in java language.
Finally the proposed protocol shows efficient performance
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in terms of security and communication as well as
computation overhead compared to earlier protocol.
VII. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The enhanced ID-PUIC protocol is provably secure and
efficient by using the formal security proof and efficiency
analysis. On the other hand, the proposed Enhanced IDPUIC protocol can also realize private remote data integrity
checking, delegated remote data integrity checking and
public remote data integrity checking based on the original
client’s authorization. The flexibility is provided by
allowing user to select factor for file breaking activity. The
approach focuses on file break flexibility and automation in
random challenge generation. Secure deduplication is an
effective technique for minimizing cloud storage space
while preserving the security and privacy of cloud data. In
this paper we discussed the data integrity checking along
with deduplication. in future if any adopt storage space
reduction as well as implement reduplication technique to
minimize storage space and bandwidth.
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